The magical feeling of this illuminated city will give you an entirely new perspective of the nation's capital.

Washington is resplendent at night when the monuments shine in the darkness. See the Smithsonian Museums, specifically the Castle, shine with a divine silhouette against the evening sky. From this vantage point the beautifully lit Washington Monument and the U.S. Capitol Building offer incredible photo opportunities. The Jefferson Memorial is a grand homage to the primary author of the Declaration of Independence and one of our founding fathers.

Next, guests will have the chance to view the National World War II Memorial, which pays tribute to those who served in the "last great war." Stroll through the National Mall to visit the Lincoln, Vietnam Veterans and Korean War Veterans Memorials. The Lincoln Memorial is magnificent at night, shimmering in the National Reflecting Pool. See the black granite of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial glow and reflect the etched names of over 58,000 men and women to whom it is dedicated.

Time permitting, the group will have the opportunity to visit the newest memorial in our nation's capital, the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial.